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Introduction 
Articular cartilage injuries have a reduced potential for intrinsic regeneration and repair. 

Since it is a tissue without vascularization, it is mostly nourished only by diffusion from the 
synovial fluid [1]. At the same time, the structural organization of hyaline articular cartilage and 
the fixation of chondrocytes in it without the possibility of migration to the site of injury, 
dramatically hinders the process of cartilage regeneration [2, 3]. Articular cartilage lesions were 
often asymptomatic, but could be the cause of joint pain, swelling, and articular blockage [4]. It 
was determined that cartilage defects of various degrees were identified in 60-66% of patients who 
underwent arthroscopic examination [5, 6]. As a result, the clinician is put in a position to examine 
thoroughly the patients if they present pain and discomfort at the joint level, the cartilage injury 
being a burden for both, the patient and the medical system.  

Alteration of the biomechanics resulting from an injury sustained at the joint level will lead 
to the progressive degenerative degradation of the joint. About 12% of all cases of arthrosis were 
of post-traumatic origin [7]. It was proven that even after surgical stabilization of the joint, the joit 
degradation will not be stopped due to the molecular and cellular damage that occurred at that 
level. It was also found, that about 50% of patients after a severe knee injury, developed knee 
arthrosis up to 20 years, but in case of an intra-articular fracture presence, the risk of arthrosis was 
up to 75% [7, 8]. 

It is believed that due to the lack of vascularization, nerves and lymphatic vessels in the 
structure of articular cartilage, the inflammatory response to any injury it was predominantly 
chondrocytic, therefore exaggerated, and the early attenuation of this response to an injury could 
stop the irreversible degradation of chondrocytes and adjacent joint tissues at the molecular level 
[8]. At the moment there were tested various experimental, non-surgical ways of treating articular 
cartilage defects, such as utilisation of biologically active compounds such as p188 and rotenone 
[8], being membrane stabilizers, they inhibit or block p38 protein activated by stress, inhibit the 
activation of glycogen synthase kinase-3 and the inflammatory process related to IL-6 [9]. Also, 
has been tested utilisation of proinflammatory cytokine inhibitors such as interleukin-1(IL-1RA) 
and tumor necrosis factor-α1 (TNF-α1) receptor antagonists. Animal model tests showed that the 
use of IL-1RA receptor antagonists reduced subchondral bone edema, articular surface fibrillation 
and chondrocytes necrosis. The antagonist of TNF-α1 receptors, showed a decrease in the 
expression of the metalloproteinase (MMP) genes MMP-1, MMP-3 and MMP-13, which reduced 
the synthesis of prostaglandins and increased the synthesis of lubricin [10]. Another group of 
substances that could be used to stop the process of cartilage degradation after knee trauma, are 
the agents for cartilaginous matrix protection, among them were the scavengers of reactive oxygen 
species, inhibitors of nitric oxide, inhibitors of inflammatory cytokines and specific MMP 
inhibitors [11]. Also, in vitro and in animal models, where growth factors were used, promising 
results have been obtained. The aim was to stimulate the regeneration of damaged cartilage by 
activating the anabolic process in cartilage [12]. Good results were also obtained with the use of 
bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) BMP-7 and BMP-2, due to their anabolic and anti-catabolic 
effects on cartilage [13], among which were listed the stimulation of cartilage regeneration and 
repair of the articular cartilage, and ensuring of a efficient integration of the newly formed cartilage 
within the surrounding one [14]. Similar effects were obtained after use of Insulin-like growth 
factor-1 in cartilage defects caused by osteoarthritis [15]. Considering that non-surgical methods 
of cartilage defects treatment were not widespread and their use remained only at the level of 
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laboratories and research centers, the regeneration of articular cartilage defects has become 
exclusively the burden of orthopedic surgery and regenerative medicine. 

Surgical treatment of articular cartilage defects in big joints largely depends on surgical 
approach on them. Comparing the accessibility to the hip, knee, ankle and shoulder joints, the 
treatment of articular cartilage at the hip level is much more complicated to achieve, and cases that 
would require articular cartilage regeneration at the shoulder and ankle level are much rarer 
compared to the knee joint. In order to avoid the arthritic degradation of the joint, contemporary 
treatment tactics tend to surgical repair and the small articular cartilage defects, which in the case 
of the knee region are smaller than 4cm2 [4]. Thus, the aim of articular cartilage injuries treatment 
always was pain reduction, increasing the amplitude of joint movements, and prevention or delay 
of arthritic degradation of the joints, with the purpose of delaying or avoiding the performance of 
total joint arthroplasty [16]. Nowadays, are known many ways of articular cartilage defects 
treatment, these are various surgical techniques like bone marrow (BM) stimulation [2], allogeneic 
and autologous osteochondral (OC) tissue [18] transplantation [17], implantation of autologous 
chondrocytes and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in defects combined or not with a three-
dimensional matrix [19]. Unfortunately, the purpose of hyaline cartilaginous tissue obtaining at 
the end was not achieved [20]. At the same time, the concept of grafts combined with autologous 
cells that have chondroprogenitor potential for the regeneration of articular cartilage is promising 
[21]. Was found that the combined grafts obtained for the regeneration of articular cartilage must 
consist of structures that mimic native articular cartilage and their seeding with cells that have 
chondroprogenitor potential [13]. 

The aim of the study is restoration of the experimental cartilage defect in the knee joint 
using combined osteochondral grafts obtained by tissue engineering techniques. 

Research objectives: 
1. Development and optimization of methods for isolation and cultivation of cells with 
chondroprogenitor potential from autologous tissues - hyaline cartilage and bone marrow; 
2. The conception of an osteochondral graft for the recovery of articular cartilage defects; 
3. Transplantation of grafts combined with cells that have chondroprogenitor potential in 
experimental defects; 
4. Evaluation of regeneration potential of experimental critical articular cartilage defects 
created at the load-bearing surface of the joint by using combined grafts, compared to the control 
group. 

The scientific novelty of the research. For the first time, several innovative work 
techniques, processing methods and devices were developed and implemented in the laboratory 
practice:  
1. The innovative technique of bone marrow harvesting for further stem cell isolation, which 
further was used for in vivo tests with autologous cells. 
2. Development of a procedure for MSCs culture, that consisted in complete removal of 
contaminating cells when the MSCs reached a confluence of 40-50%, which allowed obtaining of 
a high purity MSCs in first passage needed for transplantation. 
3. Was significantly reduced the period needed of isolation of a large number of chondrocytes 
with high-viability. 
4. A new method of cellullar isolation using explants was developed; 
5. Various types of osteochondral grafts obtained by tissue engineering techniques from 
allogeneic tissue for combination with autologous cells have been developed and tested; 
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6. A new device was developed and applied specifically for combining small sized grafts with 
cells; 
7. Establishing for the first time the actual quantity and viability of cells at the time of 
transplantation; 
8. A new histological score was developed for the objective evaluation of the obtained results; 
9. Was simplified the way of isolated cells identification by culturing them in overconfluence 
followed by specific histochemical staining for the investigated tissue. 

Theoretical importance of the study. The research results will serve as scientific evidence 
in the process of obtaining and utilisation of combined grafts, consisting of autologous cells with 
chondroprogenitor potential - chondrocytes and mesenchymal stem cells from the bone marrow, 
and a graft obtained by demineralization and decellularization of allogeneic osteochondral tissue. 

The applicative value of research. The experience gained in the process of obtaining cells 
with chondroprogenitor potential, hierarchic biphasic grafts that were tested in vitro, but also of 
combined grafts with their subsequent in vivo testing, is used as a basis to perform similar 
researches in the laboratory, and may also be useful in guiding clinicians in the preparation and 
transplantation of similar grafts. 

Implementation of scientific results. The results of the experimental study are 
implemented within the Tissue Engineering and Cell Culture Laboratory, in order to carrying out 
other doctoral theses, in the process of training students, residents and doctors at the Department 
of anatomy and clinical anatomy, at the Regenerative Medicine course at SUMPh "Nicolae 
Testemițanu". 

 
1. GENERAL METHODOLOGY 

The study on laboratory animals was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of SUMPh 
"Nicolae Testemițanu", examined at December 14, 2016, with the issuance of favorable decision 
No. 31 from 14.12.2016. 

1.1 General presentation of the study 
In the carried out research, I was guided by the „three R” concept, adopted by the 

International Congress of Biological Standardization (San Antonio, USA, 1979) [33]. As a result, 
in the research were used 55 rabbits, of 5 ±0.5 months old and 3.51 ±0.49 kg body mass, of whom 
30 were females and 25 males. For the research, as cell and tissue donors, served 13 rabbits. The 
cells which were obtained are MSCs from BM, and chondrocytes isolated from hyaline articular 
cartilage. From the distal femurs, the osteochondral tissue was collected for preparation of 
osteochondral demineralized and decellularized (OCDD) grafts. Tissue donor animals were 
sacrificed in the CO2 chamber according to the standard operating protocol. For the in vivo tests, 
3 groups by 12 rabbits each were created: the first group consisted of rabbits whose experimental 
osteochondral defects were treated with OCDD grafts combined with chondrocytes, in the second 
group the experimental defects were treated with OCDD grafts combined with MSC and the 
control group consisted of rabbits whose cartilage defects were treated through autologous 
osteochondral tissue transfer. Were registered 7 cases of failure, of which 2 intraoperative fractures 
and 5 deaths of unknown cause at different times. The failed cases were replaced with other rabbits. 
Only one rabbit which failed because of a fracture was used as a tissue donor. 

The thesis has a complex traditional structure, and the studies presented within it were carried 
out in 3 stages, which are presented in table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1. Study design. 
Stage No. The name of the stage 

Stage I 

Isolation and cultivation of cells with chondrogenic potential and obtaining from 
allogeneic osteochondral tissue, by tissue engineering techniques, a hierarchically 
biphasic demineralized and decellularized graft suitable for regeneration of the 
experimental defects. 

Stage II 

The experimental study in vivo. Transplanation in the critical experimental 
osteochondral defects of combined grafts obtained from allogeneic OC tissue by 
demineralisation and decellularization, combined with autologous bone marrow 
MSCs and autologous chondrocytes. 

Stage III Evaluation of in vivo obtained results compared to the control group. 

1.2 Preparation and storage of reagents 
For carrying out research with cells, were prepared the following solutions and culture 

media: culture medium for chondrocytes, medium for isolation and cultivation of MSCs, medium 
for chondrocyte differentiation, medium for MSCs culture, 0.6% collagenase solution, 0.25% 
trypsin-EDTA solution, medium for cell preservation. 

Preparation of reagents for cytotoxicity assay with 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-
diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT): 0.5% w/v MTT stock solution in Hanks Balanced Salt 
Solution (HBSS) without phenol red and MTT working solution 0.5% v/v in cell culture medium. 

For samples examination under fluorescent microscopy with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 
dihydrochloride (DAPI) the following reagents were prepared: 4% paraformaldehyde solution, 
1mM DAPI stock solution in DMSO; DAPI working solution in Dulbeco phosphate buffered 
saline (DPBS) whit calcium and magnesium and membrane permeabilization solution. 

To perform the enzymatic degradation assay, the following reagents were prepared: the 
ninhydrin reagent and the 0.01% collagenase solution in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). 

The following reagents were prepared for the histological examination: 10% buffered 
formaldehyde solution, 0.4% Toluidine Blue solution, 0.1M sodium acetate buffer solution; 
0.001% and 0.02% Fast Green solutions, 0.1% Safranin O solution and 1% acetic acid solution. 

1.3 Anesthesia of laboratory animals 
At the level of the hip or back the following drugs were injected Xylla 5 mg/kg (De Adelaar, 

Holland), diazepex 0.5% – 2 mg/kg (Grindex, Latvia) and ketamine 35 mg/kg (Farmako, Moldova) 
solutions were injected into the hip or back. For anesthetic prolongation every 30 minutes, half of 
the initial doses of drugs were added. 

Statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Office Excel version 2020 and SPSS 
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences. Version 18.0, Inc. Chicago, IL, USA). 

 
2. ISOLATION, CULTURE AND IDENTIFICATION OF BONE MARROW 

MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS. 
2.1 Methods 
In the experiment were used 9 rabbits. After performing anesthesia and fur removing from 

the pelvic region, under sterile conditions, using a 5 ml syringe with 1250-2000 U heparin (Balkan 
Pharmaceuticals, Moldova), BM was collected from the wing of the iliac bone according to a our 
own technique. In the laboratory, the syringe with the harvested BM was processed under sterile 
conditions. By centrifugation on concentration gradient HiSep LSM 1077 (HiMedia, India), the 
nucleated cells were colected and then incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 (Smart Cell, Heal Force) 
in 25 cm2 cell culture flask, in medium for MSCs isolation and culture. Isolated MSCs were 
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cultured in two passages. The isolated cells were identified as MSCs by chondrocyte lineage 
differentiation [25].  

2.2 Results 
The mean period of BM harvesting from the start of anesthesia lasted in average 36 ±3 

minutes, without recording any complications in experimental animals. In average were harvested 
3.39 ±1.27 ml of BM. The mean period of cell culture in the first passage to a 70-80% confluence 
was 7±1 days.  

 
Figure 2.1. Chondrocytic lineage cell differentiation in 15 ml polypropylene tubes. The 

appearance of 1x106 CSM at the beginning of chondrocyte lineage differentiation (a) and 
formation of chondrocyte aggregates (b). 

Statistically was determined a strong correlation between the volume of harvested BM and 
the number of days required to achieve cellular confluence (p ˂0.001). The higher was the volume 
of BM, the faster the confluence occurred and vice versa. However, no correlation was determined 
between the number of obtained cells in the first passage and the volume of harvested BM (p ˃ 0.5). 
This can be explained by the fact that the period needed to achieve the required cell confluence 
was different, the amount of MSCs differs from case to case, and the level of confluence 
determined visually is not an objective assessment. As a result, in the first passage, were obtained 
about 7.47 x105 ±6.9 x104 cells per flask, and after 5 days of culture in second passage, in 75 cm2 
flasks, up to 80-90% cell confluency were obtained 4.12 x106 ±4.64 x105 cells per flask. Taking 
into account the fact that in second passage the period of MSCs culture was the same in all cases, 
it was determined that the number of obtained cells in the second passage was directly dependent  
by the number of viable cells obtained in the first passage (p ˂0.001). As a result, the average 
period for cell culture during the first 2 passages was 12±1 days, with cell viability being 100% in 
all cases. 

 
Figure 2.2. Hematoxylin-Eosin staining of chondrocyte aggregates x60 (MT-2, Olympus). Is 
determined high density of nuclei (green), and formation of extracellular matrix (yellow). 

In the process of MSCs differentiation in chondrocytes, was determined formation of 
irregular spherical cellular aggregates which were attached to the bottom of the test tube [25]. 
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Also, during the first days of differentiation, cells could be easily dispersed by pipetting, but after 
they became egg-like aggregates, it was no longer possible [25]. Even if the cellular aggregates 
were constituted by the same number of cells, they were of different sizes, between 1.5 and 3 mm 
in diameter (figure 2.1).  

 
Figure 2.3. Toluidine Blue and Fast Green staining of formed cellular aggregates x40 (MT-
2, Olympus). The presence of a dark blue-violet staining indicates the presence of a high 

GAG content in the ECM. 
At histological examination with Hematoxylin-Eosin, a rich cellularization of the cellular 

aggregates was determined, highlighted by a high nuclei density, and formation of extracellular 
matrix (ECM) (figure 2.2). When staining with Toluidine Blue and Fast Green, the obtained 
structure was intensely colored in purple and blue, which is specific for glycosaminoglycans 
(GAG) that are present in the ECM of cartilaginous tissue (figure 2.3). At Safranin O staining, a 
large number of dark nuclei were determined. The ECM synthesized by the cells, rich in GAG, 
was stained red, which is specific for cartilaginous tissue (figure 2.4). 

 
Figure 2.4. Safranin O staining of the formed aggregates x60 (MT-2, Olympus). ECM 

stained in red (yellow) due to the presence of GAGs, and a high density of nuclei (green) is 
determined. 

 
3. ISOLATION AND CULTURE OF CHONDROCYTES ISOLATED FROM RABBIT 

ARTICULAR CARTILAGE. 
3.1 Methods 
Under general anesthesia, in sterile conditions, through a medial parapatellar approach of 

approximately 1-1.5 cm length, the knee joint was opened [26, 27]. Then, from the non weight-
bearing surface of the femoral condyle at the level of the trochlear groove, pieces of articular 
cartilage were taken and introduced in 15 ml test tube with culture medium for chondrocytes. 
Under laminar flow hood (LN 090, Nuve), the harvested cartilage pieces were washed with PBS 
(HiMedia, India) and minced with a scalpel to fragments of 1-2 mm3, and placed in a sterile 15 ml 
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tube with 5 ml of 0.25% trypsin-EDTA for predigestion [22]. Cartilage pieces were shaked for 10 
min with an orbital shaker (ES-20, Biosan) at 150 rpm, 37°C. Then, the cartilage pieces were 
resuspended in 2 ml of 0.6% collagenase solution, and 2 groups were formed, each by 9 cases. In 
group I, the pieces of cartilage with collagenase solution were placed in 15 ml test tubes, and in 
group II in 25 cm2 cell culture flasks (Nunc, Sweden). The recipients from both groups were placed 
in incubator (Heal Force, Start Cell), at 37°C with 5% CO2, on a rocker shaker (MR-1, Biosan). 
On the shaker, the test tube was placed in a horizontal position, and the cell culture flask was 
placed on one of its lateral sides [26]. The recipients from both groups were shaked at 20-25 
oscillations/minute. The period of enzymatic digestion in group I was fixed – 360 minutes, and in 
group II it varied depending on the amount of cells present in the field of view. Thus, after 120 
minutes of digestion in cell culture flask, the process was monitored under microscope every 10-
20 minutes, with the interruption of the process when the released chondrocytes from the tissue, 
occupied about 50-60% of field of view, even if the cartilage was not completely digested. The 
obtained chondrocytes, in each case were placed in a 25 cm2 cell culture flask (Nunc, Sweden) and 
incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2.  

The isolated cells were identified as chondrocytes after culture in overconfluence during 16 
days, as control in parallel were cultured MSC. The ECM synthesized by the isolated cells was 
identified as cartilaginous by using specific for GAG stainings – Toluidine Blue with Fast Green 
and Safranin O. 

3.2 Results 
As a result of implementation of a new method for chondrocytes isolation, their number 

increased significantly. The period of exposure to collagenase in group I - control, was fixed – 360 
minutes, while the period of exposure in group II - experimental, was in average 140 ±10 minutes. 
As a result, in the control group were isolated 9.2x104 ±3.1x104 chondrocytes [26], when in the 
experimental group, through continuous monitoring, were isolated almost 2 times more – 1.6x105 
±3.4x104 cells (p =0.001) (figure 3.1). Hence, the long exposure to collagenase negatively 
influenced the number of isolated cells in the control group compared to the experimental group 
(p ˂0.001) (figure 3.2). 

Figure 3.1. Comparative presentation of isolated chondrocytes number (left), and total 
number of chondrocytes obtained in the first passage (right). 

When comparing percentage values, after counting cells in the hemocytometer by 0.4% 
trypan blue exclusion, in the control group was obtained a cell viability rate of 85.36% (95% 
CI:72.73-97.97). A non-critical difference (p =0.055), but in case if a small number of cells was 
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isolated, because the other cells were digested by collagenase, any reduction in viability can have 
negative effects on their cultivation potential [25, 26]. Considering that the number of viable 
cells in the control group that were cultured in the first passage was 7.5x104 ±2.1x104 cells, and 
in the experimental group of 1.6x105 ±3.5x104 cells (p=0.001), the period of chondrocytes 
culture, which includes adhesion to the surface, and confluence up to 70-80%, in both groups 
was different. 

 
Figure 3.2. The chondrocytes confluence during first passage. 

In the control group the period of cell culture in the first passage was 17±2 days, and in the 
experimental group 11±3 days (p =0.001) (figure 3.2). As a result, the number of cells obtained in 
the first passage in the control group was 1.2x106 ±4.3x105 cells, and in the experimental group 
2.92x106 ±3.6x105 cells, with 100% viability in both groups, which represents a significant 
difference (p<0.001). 

Implementation of histochemical techniques aimed to stain the ECM secreted by 
chondrocytes during 16 days of culture in overconfluence, allowed us to stain the matrix in red-
orange with Safranin O, while in the control group staining was absent or very weakly expressed. 
The same was characteristic and for staining with Toluidine Blue and Fast Green, where the ECM 
was colored violet-blue. This indicates that isolated cells from articular hyaline cartilage secreted 
cartilage-specific extracellular matrix and are chondrocytes. 
 
4.  BIPHASIC GRAFT OBTAINING FROM OSTEOCHONDRAL TISSUE THROUGH 

TISSUE ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES. 
4.1 Methods 
The femoral condyles of euthanized rabbits were demineralized in 0.6M HCl (Sigma, USA) 

solution, that was changed daily until the demineralisation. Then, pieces of osteochondral 
demineralized tissue (ODC) were defatted, washed, and treated with buffer solutions for pH 
normalization. After demineralization and washing, 6 experimental groups of OC tissue were 
created. Depending on used decellularization agents and their doses, were created groups 
decellularized with various concentrations of sodium dodecyl sulphate (Sigma, Great Britain) - 
SDS 2%, SDS 1% and SDS 0.5%; and groups decellularized with various concentrations of Triton 
X-100 (HiMedia, India) - TrX 2%, TrX 1% and TrX 0.5%. The control group was represented by 
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osteochondral demineralised (OCD) tissue and normal osteochondral tissue (OCN). 
Decellularization was performed on an shaker with incubation (ES-20, Biosan) at 200 rpm, room 
temperature, for 24 hours.  

In order to select a suitable graft for combination with autologous cells with 
chondroprogenitor potential, several tests were performed: the DNA quantification in the samples, 
parallelly with the detection of the nuclei at the histological examination with Hematoxylin-Eosin 
staining; was evaluated the biocompatibility of the samples by carrying out cell viability tests with 
MSCs and chondrocytes, using MTT assay, and the assessment of cellular adhesion to the 
scaffolds; the physico-chemical properties of the samples were analyzed by carrying out the 
swelling test, determination of elasticity modulus and the enzymatic degradation assay; 

4.2 Results 
The DNA quantification 

 
Figure 4.1. DNA concentration in normal, demineralized, and demineralized-decellularized 

OC tissue. 
At utilisation of the Thermo Scientific GeneJET genomic DNA purification kit (Thermo 

Scientific, Lithuania) and the working protocol provided by the manufacturer, was determined that 
normal OC tissue contain 40.65 ±15.25 ng/µl of DNA [28]. Following the use of 0.6M HCl to 
demineralize bone from the osteochondral complex, was determined that HCl also contributed to 
the significant removal of DNA from the tissues, approximately with 78% (p ˂0.001). 
Decellularization of demineralized OC tissue with various concentrations of surfactants during 24 
hours reduced DNA concentration in the samples to smaller values. Bud, the DNA removal to a 
content below 5% was achieved with solutions of 1% and 2% SDS, and 1% TrX (figure 4.1). 

When comparing the DNA concentration in the control group - OCD tissue, with that of the 
experimental samples, a significant difference was determined (p ˂0.01). The difference between 
the amount of DNA remaining in the control group and in the experimental groups compared to 
the normal OC tissue is represented in table 4.1. It was determined that the concentration and type 
of surfactant influence the rate of decellularization of the OC tissue. When comparing the 
decellularization effectiveness when using the same concentration of surfactants, was determined 
that concentrations of 0.5% and 1% of SDS and of TrX, does not show major differences (p> 0.1), 
but when these surfactants were used with a concentration of 2%, a significant difference was 
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obtained in the level of decellularization (p= 0.003), when using 2% TrX the DNA content was 
much higher table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. Amount of DNA remaining in OC tissues after demineralization and 
decellularization relative to normal OC tissue. 

Sample type 
The amount of 

DNA (ng/µl) 
X ±DS 

p 
DNA 

concentration 
(%) 

95% CI: 

OC demineralized 8.93 ±1.93 p <0.001 21.96% 16.97-26.97 
SDS 0.5% 3.37 ±1.37 p <0.001 8.29% 4.73-11.82 
SDS 1% 1.2 ±1.01 p <0.001 2.95% 0.34-5.55 
SDS 2% 1.95 ±0.46 p <0.001 4.79% 3.60-5.98 
TrX 0.5% 3.42 ±1.29 p <0.001 8.41% 5.06-11.74 
TrX 1% 1.95 ±0.49 p <0.001 4.79% 3.53-6.06 
TrX 2% 4.23 ±1.39 p <0.001 10.40% 6.81-14.01 

The histological examination 
At histological examination, was reconfirmed that the decellularization of the OC tissue 

depends on the type and concentration of used surfactant. The presence of nuclei or nuclear 
fragments was determined predominantly in TrX-decellularized OC tissues. Also, a different 
intensity of specific staining with Toluidine Blue and Fast Green was determined in GAG content 
in decellularized cartilage. The intensity of staining was higher when the OC demineralized tissue 
was decellularized with SDS compared to TrX, which denotes a higher GAG concentration in the 
SDS-treated samples, but much lower compared to the control sample and normal cartilage [28]. 
MTT cell viability assay 

Such results indicate the presence of various growth factors in the tested OC demineralized 
and OCDD samples, which were favorable to chondrocyte activity, the highest being at 72 hours, 
with mote than 140% (95% CI: 121.98-165.88), when the chondrocytes comed into contact with 
the OC demineralized tissue samples (p ˂0.05), without being treated with surfactants. The lowest 
cellular viability, of 116.34% (95% CI:114.02-118.66) was of the OC tissue samples thatwere 
demineralized and then decellularized with 1% TrX. Compared to chondrocytes, the metabolic 
activity of MSCs was more limited, but good. In the first 24 hours MSCs viability varyed between 
90% and 100%, and at 48 and 72 hours between 80-90%, without differences between the groups 
(p ˃0.5) (figure 4.2). 
The assessment of cellular adhesion to the scaffolds 

After culturing MSCs and chondrocytes on OCD and OCDD tissue samples with various 
concentrations of surfactants, was determined that cellular multiplication was more abundant in 
the case of chondrocytes at 7th day of culture. At 14th day of cellular culture, the degree of samples 
population with cells was uniformly abundant with both, chondrocytes and MSCs (figure 4.3). 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The SEM showed articular cartilage samples populated with MSCs and chondrocytes. At 
SEM was determined the presence of structural difference between the samples populated with 
cells and those which were not. In case of samples populated with cells, the presence of single 
cells was determined, but also were determined cells that formed films on the surface of 
cartilaginous tissue section, in some places with thickening. On the unpopulated samples was 
visualized the ultrastructure of osteochondral tissue, also were identified lacunae in which the 
chondrocytes were located. During examination was determined that the samples treated with 1% 
and 2% SDS, the chondrocytes were absent within the lacune. 
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Figure 4.2. The results of samples cytotoxicity test, performed by MTT assay, with 

chondrocytes and CSM after 24, 48 and 72 hours. 
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Figure 4.3. Results of population of osteochondral tissue samples with chondrocytes and 

CSM, stained with DAPI and visualized by fluorescence microscopy (DM IL, Leica). 
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Enzymatic degradation assay 
According to the obtained results, there is a statistically significant difference between the 

research groups in different periods of enzymatic degradation. It was determined that the 
demineralized OC tissue samples (control) and those decellularized with TrX 0.5% had the fastest 
speed of enzymatic degradation (p >0.5), reaching the peak of maximum concentration of detected 
amino acids on the 7th day. The next samples with a high speed of degradation were those 
decellularized with 1% and 2% TrX (p >0.1), compared to the control group, they did not reached 
their maximum values until the 14th day of the experiment (p >0.1). It was determined that OCD 
tissue samples that were decellularized with SDS had a much slower rate of enzymatic degradation 
compared to control and TrX decellularized samples, this is clearly observed starting with 24 hour 
period of enzymatic degradation (p <0.01). It also was found that the higher was the concentration 
of used SDS for decellularization, the lower was the rate of samples enzymatic degradation (figure 
4.4). The lowest degradation speed was in the group of OC tissues demineralized and 
decellularized with 2% SDS (p <0.01). 

 
Figure 4.4. Graphical representation of the results of enzymatic degradation of samples 

with collagenase. 
The swelling test 

The results obtained at determination of swelling capacity of demineralized OC tissue 
samples and those which were decellularized with SDS and TrX do not show statistically 
significant results (p >0.05). 
The elasticity modulus determination 

A statistically significant difference has been obtained when comparing the elasticity 
modulus of normal OC tissue, OC demineralised and OCDD tissue groups (p =0.001). A 
significant difference was also determined between the Young's modulus of the demineralised OC 
tissue group and the group that was decellularized with 0.5% SDS (p =0.009), while in the other 
cases between the control group (OCD) and the other experimental groups, no significant 
difference was detected (p >0.1). This can be explained by the inhomogeneity of compared 
osteochondral tissues structure, as they come from different animals, are characterized by a 
different degree of tissue demineralization, cartilage thickness and compaction degree of the 
demineralized bone tissue. 
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5. IN VIVO TESTING OF COMBINED GRAFTS IN ARTICULAR CARTILAGE 
REGENERATION. 

5.1 Methods 
Preparation of grafts for transplantation 

From rabbits euthanized in the experiment, distal femurs were removed and stored at -84°C 
(ULUF 450-2M, Arctiko). To obtain grafts, from the harvested distal femurs all soft tissues were 
removed, and then demineralized using 0.6 M HCl. With a self made biopsy punch from the 
bearing surface of each condyle, 31 pieces of osteochondral tissue with a diameter of 3.61 ±0.1mm 
and a height of 4.33 ±0.11mm and an average volume of 44.05 ±1.15mm3 were sectioned. The 
grafts were perforated longitudinally with a 23G gauge syringe needle and degreased with 3% 
H2O2 (Eurofarmaco, Republic of Moldova) for 24 hours and 70% alcohol (Eladum Pharma, 
Republic of Moldova) for 6 hours on a shaker incubator at 200 rpm. The obtained OCD tissue 
pieces were washed with distilled water, followed by decellularization in 1% SDS solution for 24 
hours. Then, the OCDD and longitudinally perforated grafts were washed again in distilled water 
for 3 days, changing the water 2-3 times a day. In the laminar flow hood (LN 090, Nuve) grafts 
were sterilized with 70% alcohol for 2 hours. The sterilized grafts were washed with HBSS (Lonza, 
Belgium) for 24 hours, the solution was changed 3 times. The next day grafts were desiccated by 
centrifugation on sterile gauze wicks in 15 ml sterile tubes at 4000 rpm for 20 min (Universal 32R, 
Hettich Zentrifugen), then frozen at -84°C (ULUF 450-2M, Arctiko) until use (figure 5.1). 

 
Figure 5.1. Obtaining and preserving OCDD grafts: (a) graft processing, (b) unperforated 

OCD tissue, (c) longitudinally perforated OCDD graft, (d) OCDD grafts preserved at -
84°C. 

Obtaining cells with chondroprogenitor potential and combining them with OCDD grafts 
The cells with chondroprogenitor potential needed to obtain the combined grafts, were 

obtained according to the methods outlined in the previous chapters. Longitudinally perforated 
OCDD grafts have been combined with autologous cells - MSCs and chondrocytes. Only cells 
from the first passage were used for transplantation purposes. MSCs were cultured according to 
the method described in the previous chapter, in a 25 cm2 cell culture flask using the culture 
medium composed of DMEM/F-12 Ham (Sigma, UK) and 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) 
(Lonza, Belgium) and 1% antibiotic antimycotic solution. On the day when MSCs and 
chondrocytes reached 80-90% confluence, OCDD grafts were thawed and heated to 37°C in a 
shaker incubator (ES-20, Biosan) for transplantation, and the cells detached from the cell culture 
surface of the flask. After centrifugation, the cells were resuspended in one ml cell type-specific 
nutrition medium. The cellular suspension after pipetting was transferred into 1.5 ml Eppendorf 
tubes, which were centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 3 min (Combi-Spin FVL-2400N, Boeco). 
Subsequently, the medium in the tubes was partially extracted, leaving a small volume of 50-60 μl 
at the bottom. Sterile 15 ml tubes with OCDD grafts and the device for fixation and cellularization 
of small grafts (DFCSSG) [27, 28] were placed in the laminar airflow hood (LN 090, Nuve). 
DFCSSG was required for graft cellularization by the gravity method and its use has been 
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described in previous work [27]. The device was inserted into a stand and the cover removed. The 
graft with forceps was removed from the tube and inserted into the holder of the device [32]. With 
a micropipette (LightDrop 10-100 μl, ThermoFisher) cellular suspension from the Eppendorf tube 
were pipetted into remaining 50-60 μl of cell culture medium, followed by cell suspension transfer 
onto the OCDD graft placed in the holder of DFCSSG. Then, the cap was applied to the device 
and inserted into a 15 ml test tube (figure 5.2), which was then placed in the incubator with the lid 
ajar, at 37°C, 5% CO2 (SmartCell, HealForce). After, transplantation of the combined graft, 
Eppendorf tubes and DFCSSG containers were flushed with cell-specific nutrition medium, and 
cells were counted in a hemacytometer excluding dead cells with 0.4% trypan blue solution 
(Invitrogen, USA) to determine how many cells were actually transplanted [26, 32]. 

 
Figure 5.2. The process of OCDD grafts seeding with cells: (a) sterile DFCSSG, (b) inserting 

the OCDD graft into the device holder, (c) transferring the cells onto the graft, the white 
arrow indicate the level of the cell suspension above the graft, (d) inserting the DFCSSG in 

a 15 ml test tube. 
Transplantation of combined grafts in experimental critical defects 

The transplantation of combined grafts consisted of the preparation of grafts and 
experimental animals for transplantation. After introduction of grafts populated with cells into the 
incubator, all rabbits were unweighed and anesthetized. Preparation of the operative field at the 
level of one knee joint, through a medial parapatellar approach, with an incision of 4-5 cm, the 
knee joint was opened. After haemostasis the patella was dislocated laterally and the knee flexed. 
Then, on the weight-bearing surface of the medial femoral condyle, consecutivly with 1.5, 2, 3, 
3.5 and 3.7 mm diameter drill-bits were performed with caution [27], at low speeds, without 
opening the medullary canal, a critical defect of 3.7 mm in diameter and 4-4.5 mm in deep [24]. 
At that point the combined grafts were taken from the incubator and brought to the operating room, 
where the containers with the grafts combined with MSCs or chondrocytes, were placed on the 
operating table. The combined graft holders were sectioned at the base with scissors, and the grafts 
were carefully pushed into the defects with a pin without damaging or squeezing the cells. All 
grafts were transplanted with their cartilaginous side facing upwards (figure 5.3). After grafts 
implantation, the dislocated patella was reduced, and with the knee mainteined in extension the 
wounds were sutured and dressing with 10% povidone-iodine solution (EGIS, Hungary) was 
applied.  
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Figure 5.3 Transplantation of OCDD grafts combined with MSCs and autologous 

chondrocytes, (a) animal weighing and general anesthesia, (b) operative field preparation, 
(c) medial parapatellar arthrotomy with lateral patellar dislocation, (d) creation of the 

experimental defect, (e, f) graft combined with autologous cells, and (g, h) graft 
implantation in the experimental defect. 

Keeping the knee in extension, a thin splint, wider than the limb and corresponding in length 
to the distance from the hip to the ankle, was applied to the lateral side of the operated lower limb 
and fixed to the operated limb with a plaster bandage, leaving a window at the level of the 
postoperative wound for dressings. The plaster was applied with caution not to compress the soft 
tissues, only to keep the knee in extension for 10 days.  

 
Figure 5.4. Autologous osteochondral tissue transfer, (a, b) anesthesia of the rabbit and 

preparation of the operative field, (c, d) creation of the experimental defect, (e, f, g) 
harvesting of autologous osteochondral grafts from the non-bearing surface of the femoral 

articular surface and their transplantation. 
Transfer of autologous osteochondral tissue 

The method of treatment of critical experimental defects by autologous tissue transfer was 
selected as a method for treatment of cartilage defects in control groupe because it is a cartilage 
tissue regeneration technique that use own tissues in the treatment process [16]. The group of 
rabbits (n=12) to whom autologous osteochondral tissue was transplanted, were prepared for 
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surgery in the same way as the experimental groups. After arthrotomy, lateral dislocation of the 
patella and flexion of the knee, with a scalpel the cartilage was removed over an area of 3.7 mm 
in diameter at the level of weight-bearing surface of the medial femoral condyle. Using a 12G 
piercing needle with an internal diameter of 1.7 mm, attached to a drill with slow rotations to avoid 
overheating the tissue, pieces of autologous osteochondral tissue were harvested from the trochlear 
groove [27], that were implanted into newly created defects at the same height or up to 1 mm 
higher than the adjacent normal cartilage (figure 5.4).  

 
Histological Unified Regenerated Cartilage Score (HURCS) 
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After reduction of the dislocated patella, holding the knee in extension the wound was 
sutured and aseptic dressing was applied. Then, with the knee in extension, knee immobilization 
was applied for 10 days. 
Evaluation of in vivo test results performed on rabbits 

The operated rabbits were removed from the experiment by euthanasia in the CO2 chamber, 
at 6 weeks 3 animals from each group and at 12 weeks the other 9 from each group. Distal femurs 
were placed in 10% buffered formaldehyde, pH =7.4. After decalcification and embedding in 
paraffin, samples were sectioned with the microtome by 5 µm in thickness and applied to slides. 
The samples were stained with Hematoxylin-Eosin, Safranin O and Toluidine Blue with Fast 
Green. 

The objective assessment of results was performed according to the Histological Unified 
Regenerated Cartilage Score (HURCS), which was compiled by combining three histological 
scores widely used in the evaluation of regenerated cartilage in animals, authored by Sellers et al. 
(1997) [27, 29], Wakitani et al. (1994) [30] and O'Driscoll et al. (1986) [31]. HUSRC consists of 
13 evaluation criteria [27]. To each criterion was assigned a personal scale and each numerical 
value in this score has its own specific characteristic. The maximum score of all criteria is 43 
points and the minimum - 0 points. The result of the evaluation of the quality of the regenerated 
tissue depends on the accumulated score, the higher is the quality of the regenerated tissue, the 
lower is the score and vice versa, the higher is the obtained score, the lower is the quality of the 
regenerated tissue. 

5.2 Results 
In order to combine OCDD grafts with cells that have chondroprogenitor potential from 

hyaline articular cartilage were isolated 1.8x105 ±5.4x104 chondrocytes with a viability of 96.79% 
(95% CI:93.02-100.54), and 2.94x106 ±3.77x105 chondrocytes with a viability of 99.89% (95% 
CI:99.64-100.13) were obtained after chondrocytes culture in the first passage during 10 ±3 days. 
Also, from 4 ±1.2 ml of bone marrow after 11±3 days of culture were obtained 1.55x106 ±3.76x105 
MSCs with a viability of 98.03% (95% CI:95.35-100.71). No difference was determined between 
groups in cell culture duration (p >0.3) and cellular viability (p >0.1). After transplantation of the 
combined grafts, following washing of the Eppendorf tubes, the 15 ml tubes in which the cells 
were centrifuged, and the holder of DFCGDM, the actual number of transplanted chondrocytes 
was determined to be 2.54x106 ±2.73x105 cells, with a viability of 87.59% (95% CI:84.51-90.67), 
which represents 86.97% (95% CI:84.09-89.84) of the total chondrocytes obtained by culture. 
Also, the actual number of transplanted MSCs  was 1.37x106 ±3.57x105 cells, with a viability of 
90.91% (95% CI:88.95-92.85), representing 88.32% (95% CI:86.45-90.17) of the total number of 
obtained MSCs, which is a significant difference compared to the initial number of cells obtained 
from the first passage (p <0.001).  

Table 5.1. Difference between the number of cells obtained in primary culture and those 
transplanted with grafts from experimental groups. 

 
Total number of 

obtained cells 
X ±DS 

Actual number of 
transplanted cells 

X ±DS 
p 

Chondrocytes 2.94x106 ±3.77x105 2.54x106 ±2.73x105 p <0.001 
MSC 1.55x106 ±3.76x105 1.37x106 ±3.57x105 p <0.001 

Therefore, it was determined that total viability of all transplanted cells was 89.25% (95% 
CI:87.42-91.07), which is a significant statistical difference when compared to cellular viability 
immediately after cells detachment in primary culture (p >0.05), but with no significant difference 
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between the rates of viable cells transplanted per group (p >0.5). There was also found no 
difference between the duration from cell detachment to cell transplantation in the experimental 
groups (p >0.5). Thus, for the grafts combined with chondrocytes this period was 73 ±12 minutes 
and for grafts combined with MSC it was 69 ±14 minutes. The difference between the quantity of 
obtained cells and the transplanted one, and their viability is shown in tables 5.1 and 5.2. Following 
the utillisation of the DFCSSG, the total transplanted cell rate was 87.64% (95% IÎ:86.04-89.24), 
which is a very good result.  

Table 5.2. Difference between the viability of obtained cells in primary culture and those 
transplanted with grafts from the experimental groups. 

 
Viability of 

detached cells 
95% CI: 

Viability of 
transplanted 

cells 
95% CI: p 

Chondrocytes 99.89% 99.64-100.13 87.59% 84.51-90.67 p <0.001 
MSC 98.03% 95.35-100.71 90.91% 88.95-92.85 p =0.001 

The animals removed from the experiment at 6 weeks according to USHCR in all cases had 
a nearly similar histological score. In the first evaluation the control group scored 26.33 ±1.53, the 
group treated with OCDD grafts combined with chondrocytes scored 28.33 ±1.53 points (p >0.1) 
and the group treated with grafts combined with MSCs scored 27.67 ±2.08 points (p >0.2). At 
second evaluation the control group obtained 28 ±1 points, the group treated with OCDD grafts 
combined with chondrocytes obtained 30 ±3.61 points (p >0.4) and the group treated with grafts 
combined with MSC – 28 ±2.65 points (p =1). As a result, no significant difference was determined 
between the control and experimental groups (figure 5.5). 

 
Figure 5.5. Graphical representation of both evaluation of experimental and control groups, 

at 6 and 12 weeks postoperatively. 
When analysing the SHUCR results of animals removed from the experiment at 12 weeks, 

a score of 17.22 ±4.84 points was obtained at the first evaluation for the control group. The group 
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treated with OCDD grafts combined with chondrocytes obtained 18.68 ±5 points (p >0.5) and the 
group treated with MSCs – 14.89 ±3.76 points (p >0.2). In the second evaluation the control group 
scored 17.67 ±2.60 points, the group treated with grafts combined with chondrocytes – 19.22 ±2.44 
points (p >0.2) and the group treated with grafts combined with MSCs – 14.33 ±1.5 points (p 
=0.004).  

Table 5.3. Statistical comparison of UHSRC results given by 2 experts (p). 

Group 
Evaluation 

1 

p1* compared 
to control 

group 

Evaluation 
2 

p2* compared 
to the control 

group 
p1/p2* 

Control 6 weeks 26.33 ±1.53  28 ±1  p =0.189 
OCDD+chondrocytes  
6 weeks 

28.33 ±1.53 p >0.1 30 ±3.61 p >0.4 p =0.502 

OCDD+MSC 6 weeks 27.67 ±2.08 p >0.2 28 ±2.65 p =1 p =0.759 
Control 12 weeks 17.22 ±4.84  17.67 ±2.60  p =0.811 
OCDD+chondrocytes  
12 weeks 

18.68 ±5 p >0.5 19.22 ±2.44 p >0.2 p =0.768 

OCDD+MSC 12 weeks 14.89 ±3.76 p >0.2 14.33±1.5 p =0.004 p =0.745 
*p1 – statistical significance compared to the control group in Evaluation I; 
*p2 – statistical significance compared to the control group in Evaluation II; 
*p1/p2 – the significance between Evaluation I and Evaluation II. 

As a result, in the first evaluation no significant difference was determined between the 
control and experimental groups, whereas at the second evaluation a significant difference was 
obtained between the control group and the group treated with OCDD grafts combined with MSC 
(figure 5.5), noting that there is no significant difference between the results of both assessments 
of defects treated with OCDD and CSM grafts (p =0.745), table 5.3. 

When comparing the results obtained within the same group, in animals that were removed 
from the experiment at 6 and 12 weeks, a significant difference between the obtained results was 
determined (p ˂0.05). The association degree between the number of cells really transplanted and 
the quality of articular cartilage regeneration was also assessed. Was determined that the number 
of chondrocytes or MSCs used in combination with the OCDD graft did not influenced the quality 
of cartilaginous tissue regeneration (p >0.1). The independent evaluation of histological results by 
2 experts are shown in figure 5.5 and table 5.3. 
 

SUMMARY OF OBTAINED RESULTS 
 

Regenerative medicine as a new field of modern medicine that faces many challenges 
including the regeneration of articular cartilage problem. The basis of regenerative medicine is to 
obtain and cultivate cells that have the potential to regenerate damaged tissues and organs. The 
regeneration of articular cartilage is a difficult process because of its anatomical peculiarities and 
the way it is nourished, the causes of cartilage damage being various, leading ultimately to arthritic 
degradation of the joint. 

In the course of performed study, new methods were developed and implemented in 
laboratory practice: the collection of BM for isolation of MSC without animal scarification, which 
gave the possibility to use autologous MSCs in the treatment of articular cartilage lesions; the 
period of chondrocytes isolation was significantly reduced and the number of isolated cells from 
rabbit articular cartilage was significantly increased, reducing the risk of important fibroblast 
degradation of chondrocytes during culture in passages, the used technique can also be 
implemented without problems in the process of chondrocyte isolation for autologous chondrocyte 
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transplantation in humans; several methods of obtaining grafts by tissue engineering techniques 
have been developed and tested; for combining the obtained grafts with autologous cells - MSCs 
and chondrocytes for transplantation, a special device has been developed with the purpose to fix 
and populate small grafts with cells; in the realised study, for the first time was determined the 
actual quantity of transplanted cells and their viability at the time of transplantation; also, in order 
to objectively evaluate the results of in vivo tests, a histological score was developed –  the Unified 
histological score of regenerated cartilage.  

In the realised study the process of developing and testing a combined grafts with autologous 
cells that have chondroprogenitor potential is comprehensive, because it includes in vitro graft 
development and testing as well as in vivo animal testing before it can be used in the clinic. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
1. The developed method of collecting bone marrow from the iliac bone, without animal 
scarification, allowed utilisation of a smaller number of animals in the research, but also, to use 
autologous MSCs when performing in vivo tests. 
2. The method of continuous monitoring of the enzymatic digestion process of articular 
cartilage, increased the number of isolated chondrocytes and reduced the period of isolation 
process, and development of method that allows cells isolation from the explant using volumetric 
regulation cycles, allowed the faster isolation of a large number not only of chondrocytes, but also 
of other cells of mesenchymal origin. 
3. In the process of preparing OCDD grafts for combination with chondroprogenitor cells, the 
use of HCl significantly reduced the DNA content in osteochondral tissue, which allowed during 
a short exposure of 24 hours, a significant reduction of residual DNA when using 1% SDS solution. 
Also, the use of SDS in the process of grafts preparation, significantly reduced the speed of grafts 
enzymatic degradation compared to the control. 
4. DFCSSG used in the transplantation of combined grafts significantly increased the 
populating rate of grafts with cells, but there was found no association between the number of 
transplanted cells and the quality of the regenerated tissue. 
5. The UHSRC allowed objective assessment of regenerated tissue after transplantation of 
combined grafts. The results of the 6- and 12-weeks evaluation differed in both, experimental and 
control groups, and when comparing the experimental groups with the control group only after 6 
weeks, no difference was determined between the obtained results. After 12 weeks, it was 
determined that the group in which the defects were treated with grafts combined with MSCs 
appeared to show better results. However, within 12 weeks complete or near complete filling of 
the defects with fibrocartilaginous or fibrous tissue was achieved, with an disorganized 
microscopic appearance and structure, not specific to hyaline articular cartilage. 
 

PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1. In vivo testing in laboratory animals of biological materials created for the purpose of 
articular cartilage regeneration, is required to be realised by implantation in critical defects in both 
weight-bearing and non weight-bearing joint surfaces. 
2. Critical defects performed on a weight-bearing articular surface in the rabbit to test the 
potential for articular cartilage regeneration, should not exceed the minimum critical diameter of 
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3 mm, because larger defects present a risk of intraoperative fracture of the femoral condyle, 
significantly reduce the bearing surface of the femoral condyle, but also the regeneration potential 
through tissue engineering techniques. 
3. The assessment of effective decellularisation of a tissue is necessary to be realised through: 
determination of DNA concentration in ng/mg; identification of cell remnants on histological 
examination by Haematoxylin-Eosin staining; identification of DNA remnants by fluorescent 
examination with DAPI; and by appropriate determination of GAG and hydroxyproline 
concentration. 
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